5 STEPS TO OPENING YOUR RESEARCH.

Publishing open access with open select

With open select, we publish your article open access in a journal that also publishes papers only available to subscribers. This is often known as 'hybrid open access'.

1. Choose the open select journal that best suits your work

2. Write and submit your paper

3. Make any revisions, guided by peer reviewer and editor comments

4. When accepted, choose open access and let us know who will cover your article publishing charge (APC)

5. Select the Creative Commons license that's right for you

Publishing your article open access means it's available for anyone to read, anywhere, forever. You'll get:

- **Robust peer review**: expert objective evaluation before publication.
- **Online discoverability**: journals indexed in internationally recognized databases.
- **Visibility and impact**: anyone can read, cite and use your research.
- **Rapid online publication**: your results reach your readers who need them, quickly.
- **Freedom**: choice of Creative Commons licenses to comply with funder mandates and control how others use your work.

Publish your article at no cost to yourself or with a reduced APC if your institution or funder has an open access agreement or membership with Taylor & Francis. Ask your librarian.